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ABS’lRACrl’
In this Part-1 I report of the Advancecl Cot~~llllll~ic:ltiol~s Benefits study, two critical metrics for comparing
the benefits of utilizing X-band, Ka-band and Optiml frequencies for supporting generic ckrsies of
Martian exploration missions have been cvahlatcd. The first of thcw is the ovemll equivalent
communications system mass on the spacecraft. The second comparison metric is the ovcmll cost imp,wt.
This “overall” cost assessment hzis considered the costs for both the spamcraft end of the link and the
ground end. ]n both cam the metrics indicate that higher frequency communication bands have
favorable mass and cost particularly at higher data volumes transmitted daily to the earth. The same
metrics are also applied to telmo]~ll~ltlrlk:itiorl for :1 hypothetical Neptune mis~on, extmpolating from
the designs for the Mars case.
1. IN ‘1’RO1)U CTION
in Part-1 of this report [ 1], wc prcwnkd the individual technical and cost ch:imcteri. qics for
telmollll~lt)llkatiorls architectutcs at three different communication bands. The X-hand, Ka-band and
Optical freqaencie~ each capable of dciivcring a rar]gc of da(a trar~sport from O. 1 to 10.0 Gbitdday from

Mars were considered, We atkmptcd to adjast the design parameters for each system so that
comparisons were being made hctwccn systems of equal ovcmll performance. The results of that work
are believed to be the right elements for developing design trades for potcmtia] future missions.
Nevcr(heless, it is often uscfll] to develop a cor~lbitlcclAIIlifiecl value metric when considering what
technology areas should be given emphasis or applied to a general clasi of future missions. In Part-Ii of
this report wc :ittempted to develop two such metrics: ( 1 ) the :iggteg:itc spacecr:ift J“I12iS\ and (2) the
aggregate spamcraft cost. The metrics iirc Liscd to explore the imp,act of some of the assumptions m:ide
in this sttidy.
2. AGGRIWA’lW S P A C E C R A F T M A S S MWIRIC
One of the most critically limited resources in the design of a sp:ieccraft is the ziggm.gate m:iss of the
flight subsystems. The aggmgatc spamcrzift telecom-rekited mziss is the silm of the estimated mass of the
telccom silbsystem for each of the configur~itions plLis the cros~-impact on the mass of other silbsystems,
for example, the cffmt of higher mass for the terminal on the power subsystem.
A baseline of 0.10 precision for sp:imcrztf( orientation is assimcd for all tclccom designs so thiit the
telccom subsystem will have no imp,act on the :ittitildc control subsystem. Wtiel-e higher precision is
needed, the klmom subsystems protide higher precision themselves. Power, however, does wiry for each
of the.w designs and thus the cros+impact of {he tckom power requirements upon the mass of the
power subsystem becomes a part of the unified mziss metric. For a Mars orbiter, the power siibsystem
consists of a sokar array, plus a battery to cariy opc~ition through the eclipse periods while the spacecraft
is in M:irs shadow, plus power conditioning :ind distribution cornpncnts. The capacity of the solar
array must protide for both telecom operations and charging of the battery through the sun-lit periods.
Since the telccom imp:~t is being considered in iso~ition, them is no pro~ision in this stuciy to :iccount
for any power savii~gs due to power budget sh[tring with other subsystems. The sensitivity to possible

power budget saving will be explored latct using Mct(ic #2. ‘I’he results of this sub-shldy of the power
sub.~stem crosx-imp,mts appear in the Ref. [2]. I~or each user Watt, 2. I W of solar array power must be
available, which woukl occupy O. 14 kg. Adcling the required battery (0.8 W-h) brings the (ot~al crow
imp,wt to 0.17 kg per user-Watt.
Figure ( 1 ) shows the aggregate teleconl-rela[ed mass for the nine configurations considered (three
different frequencies and three different data volumes). When viewed in this form, the advantage of the
new higher frequency technologies is eviclcnt, as the aggregate spacecraft telceom-related mass is
monotone dectcasing with transmission frequency. The expected advantage is modest at the lowest data
volume, but increases with data volume. It bcccmm very significant at the 10.0 Gb/day, Where the Kaband mass metric is about 3/4 of that for X-band and the Optical mass metric is about half of X-bancl
ancl 2/3 of Ka-band.
3. AG[;IU;{;ATE ‘lltI,lKX)M COS T M E T R I C
Owmll cost of fulfilling the tclceom neecls of a mission inchldcs terms for:
(1) Cost of development of the flight tclcmm equipment, inchtding the cros+impacts onto the power
subsystem (and possibly others);
(2) Cost of transportation of the flight equipment mass to the destination planet;
(3) Cost of development or upgmde to the ground telccom terminal equipment; and
(4) Cost of maintaining and opemting that ecluipment for the time interval applicable to the mission.
Specific cost estimates for development of the flight and ground teleeom terminals were developed along
with the technical designs which are deseribed in Part-1 of this report. [ 1 ] Cros+impact on the mass of
the power subsy~em is discussed abow. Costing rationale for the power, transportation and operations
cost terms were developed and tested against a variety of available sourues. [2-6] Cost of transporting a
payload to Mars orbit depends upon a wiricty of factors, inchlding among other things what one assumes
to be the launch vehicle, and what other terms one might choose to book-keep with the launch vehicle.
The figure used in our study is consistent with Mars Obsmwr Spacecraft experience, and with foreeasts
for developmental light duty launch vchk]es.
Cost of operation and sustaining of the optical ground tclwom terminal was estim:ited along with its
technical design using the assumption that the new tmminals wou kl be fully automated in their
operation. Cost of operating and sustaining the IXSN (NASA’s Ilecp Space Network) for an additional
user can be taken to be equivalent to the hourly price set for rcimbursabh usem. [6] This figure of
course is consistent with the way in which the I)SN curnmtly opcmtcs and would bc different if the
Net mork were to become fu Ity aLI tomatcd. }iffolts arc unclcrway to rccluce this figure significantly,
perhaps cutbng cost per sertice-hour by as Jnuch as half. For both types of terminals, the chargeable
cost per sertice-hour accumulated over the expected annual number of user serticc-hours turns out to
fall in the range of 470 to tl% of the net cumnt capital value of the terminals.
3.1 A ggmgate tckom Costs & Scndivitks
We have chown to display cost figures not in actuat dollars but in units nol-nlaliz,ed by the initial
developmmt cost of a small X-band flight terminal. 7’he (nonnalimd) development costs of the various
flight and ground terminals appear in the summary, Section IV. of our earlier report [2] and are
repeated here
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The Figures (2a -2.c) show the (normalimcl) cumulative costs for a sequence of up to twenty Mars
missions with identical telecom rcquircnlcnts following the assumptions outlinecl earlier. Three traces are
shown for the optical channel, each cortvsponding to a different Opc~itions Scenario (tind ground
receiving invest ment). The lca~ expmsivc, assumes single-site reception with a cloud coverage that
allows about 70% availability of real-time contiict on any given day. The intermediate tram adds threcsite diversity at a single longitude, raising contact assurance to abow 95%, whilr the most expensive
pathway rzprescnts world- wicie covcragc with high (> 997G) contitct assurance.
As long as single-site recq>tioa CM be assumccl to be adequate, either of the new technologies (Ka and
Optical) showa croswover in the cost profile at a relatively modest number of Mars missions. If more
missions are flown, the new technology begins to accmc a cost saviugs over the reference technology.
The growth rate for tbew cost savings can be seen in the differences which appem in Figure (3) which
shows separately the (normalized) cost of the fir~ flight and each following flight for the three data
volumes and each of the three technologies. The firs flight costs for Ka-band and Optical inchlde
development of a single ground receiving site.
The improvement in value with added missions is most apparent with the Optical technology, wllerc a
sub~antial start-up cost for designing the fir.~ flight terminal and establishing the ground terminal is
soon recovered by way of a significantly smaller replication cost for the sub.wqucnt flight terminals.
This is true at all data volumes, :ind most significantly so at the highest data volume, whcte the recurring
benefit is almost 3/4 units per mission with respect to X-band. Comparing the two RF bands, the
difference betwen X- bancl and K:i-hand is too clo.u’ to call at the IOWCM data vo]ume, where costs are
dominated by fixed elements which do not vary with link capability. Only at the 10 Gbktay level ctocs
the recurring cost benefit of Ka-bancl (vs. X-band) become significant
3.1 a ]) SF/ Operations Cost Scndtivity
As was discussed abow, price of a IY3N service hour coukl conceivably vary over a ral}gc from a high,
equivalent to the current reimbursable prim, to as low as half that if the curnmt efforts toward cost
efficiencies are extremely successful. l~or the reference case (above), a value equal to the middle of this
possible range has been used. 0ver2ill this sensitivity appears quite small and not an item of
consideration.
3.1 b Optical Operations Cost Scmitivity
One of the assumptions made to establish an opcmting prim for the Optical ground terminal was that a
substantial number of missions exi~ed which woukl sh:irc the usc of the operating hours of the station
and hen~ share its annual recurring cost. This assumption can be rcl,axed without significant impxt to
the conclusion sbeing drawn. in the cxtlemc case, wc assLmm that the Mars missions being considered
arc the only customers for the optical grouncl terminal(s), and that the full 6-month operating cost of
sustaining and operating the ground terminal is borne by its lone customer, irrespectiw of the actual
number of support hours required. Even if the Mars mission series must support by itself the full
Opc[zitions costs for the Optkal ground terminal, the break-even point for the optical technology still
occurs at a modest number of mistions at all data volumes.
3.2. Spacecraft I’owr Sharing Sensitivity

One of the assumptions macle to size and cost the flight terminal is that power needed by the tclccom
subsystem is proticled by a dedicated portion of the powtx subsy~cnl. llc mm and cost faciors of this
portion became part of the telcmm burclcn. I)iffercnt cog factors woukl cxi~ if power were “free” to
tclccom because the power subsystem were siml to accwmmodatc a power-hungry instrument whkh
never ran concur-tent with tclccom. LJndcr this scenario, Ka-band bccomcs break-even with X-band
because its main advantage, moJu effective usc of downlink power, is disarmed by the availability of free
power. Optical continues to enjoy the advantage provided from a lower estimated replication cost for the
flight terminal.
3.3. Night Terminal Cost .Sensitivity
Even more than the physical parameters, the cstinmted COS[ of replication of the various design flight
terminals is subject to uncertainty. This can be driwn by market forces, by unpkmant surprises in
transition from engineering model to flight unit or by tcchnologi~tl progress which ripples through a
design. The RF telccom designers estimated a probable uncertainty of LIp to 1570 for either X- or Kabancl terminals. Because of the amount of common clcmcnts, the differential uncertainty bctwcn the
two RF bands is thought to be w]] less than 10%. Thm is no comparable estimate for the uncertainty
of the cost of the Optical flight terminal, so a value of 2070 is assumed as a working fif:urc, based upon
the consistency between the basic estimates and modeled values for the optical units. ‘1’hc.w values were
used to calculate the effect of wiriation in the flight terminal fabrication cost on the bre,ak-even point
which can shift by -20% to 35% from the values shown in Fig. (2a-at).
3.4 Data Storage Cost Sensitivity
Onc basic assumption made throughout this study has been that adequate slomgc cxi~ccl onboard the
spacecraft that no data woukl be lost due to unawilability of planned contact. Such data wouk] simply
be stored and rephyed at the next conwnient opportunity. The two RF bands and the optical channel
behave somewhat differently in this regard. The link designs for both RF bands have been set for a 9570
confidence of real-time data delivery. The 0VC12111 confidence of data delivery can be driwn as small as
desired by protiding data storage to cover the 5% risk that real-time delivery does not succeed. By
contrast, the cloud blockage hiimrd for the optical channel allows only a 70% confidence of real-time
clata delivery. In order to achk.vc the same overall reliability as the RF’ channel, an extra storage cap;wity
equat to two clays data woLIld be required.
The parameters defining the data storage have been based on thow for Ncw Milknnium Spamcraft.[7]
The storage modules are based on commercial parts which hold about 0.5 Cibit conNnIc 0.25 W power
and O. 1 kg mass An additional 2 W at-c conwmcd by a module which is rcadwrite active. Two days
data stomge at 10 Gb/day woLIkl take nominally 40 modu]cs, 4 kg, and 12 W total. }:or 1 Gbitiday, the.=
figures drop to 4 modules at 0.4 kg and 3 W, and scale to 0.4 modules at 0.9 watts for 0.1 Gbit/day.
The effect of this charging is negligible at 0.1 or 1.0 Cib/day, but extends the break-even point in
ll~lIl~hr-of-ll~issiolls for optical by 1.6 (vs. X-band) and by 2.8 (vs. Ka-bancl) at 10.0 CJb/day.
4.0 OPTICAI. 3. S m RIWIWIN<; ‘l’El/MINAI.
Part 1 of this report inchlded the development of an alternative link design for achieving, 10.0 Gb/day by
way of a 3.5 m receive terminal combined with a 35 cm, 2.3 W flight terminal. The data volume was
achieved through a combination of higher power on the spamcraft, higher precision collecting surface
and use of thrm (rather than one) ground sitm, allowing longer contact time. liven though the 3.5 m
ground terminal is less expensive tb:in the 10 m terminal, the need to buikl thm instead of one extends
the time to brc,ak-even to more than twice that of the basic sirlglc-site 10 m design for the 10.0 Gb/day
case.
No specific link design was done for achieving the O. I or 1.0 Gb/day volumes with the 3.5111 but a
suitable configuration can be derivccl from the exi~ing buikling blocks. in daytime reception, the
ground terminal scnitivity is background light limited, and the more precise surface of the 3.5rn
terminal allows it to opmtc with a sensitivity which is about one-third that of the 10m photon bucket.
Given that the 10 cm, 0.45W, flight terminal working with the 10m receiving system can transfer 0,1
Gb/day using about a 2 hour pass that same flight terminal with the 3 .Sm receiving system should be

capable of O. 1 Clbkiay. in less than 8 hourx. Similarly buikling upon the link design for the 1.0 CJb/day,
which uses the 15 cm, 0.69W, flight terminal with the 10m receiver, an alternative design with the 25 cm,
1.35W, flight terminal and the 3.5111 receiving systcm should achieve more than 1.0 Cib/day with a single
8 hour pass
interestingly enough, the 3.5111 rcceivc system pays off sooner with the smaller data volumes than it does
at 10 C]b/day wbete it w,is initially targeted. The dclayccl payoff for the largest data volume results from
the need for three rather than a si[lglc ground terminal.
5.0 J)SN 70 m l< ECEPTION
The lEN’s 70 meter antennas offer a reception cap,ahility which is significantly more sensitive than that
of the 34 m chosen for this study. If the 70 m is USCC1 instead, that additional sensitivity could reduce the
mass and power conwlmption on the spacecraft. The imp,act of this can be seen by way of the spacecraft
aggtcgate mass metric as defined earlier, which is displiiycd in Fig. (4) for the thrm data volumes, three
channel bands and both the 34 m and 70 m antennas. The 34 m and optcal channel data in this figure
duplicates that displayed in IJig. ( 1), but is inchlclcd here for direct comparison. As can be seen from
the figute, the use of 70 m (vs. 34 m) for the 10 Gbklay data volume can result in a sp:icecraft ag.grcgate
mass reduction by 30% at X-band and by 23% at Ka-band. This benefit disappears for the low data
volume of O. 1 Gb/day whine there is almost no difference in the aggregate mass metric for either
frequency band or receiving antenna.
The per.spcctivc changes when the ovmll cost is considered. For rcfcnmcc, the reimbursable prim for
IJSN 70 m support to NASA missions is 2.5 times that for the 34 m. It seems rea.mnable to assume that

this factor is appropriate for also scaling the net cost of six months tracking support to the Mars
missions. Considering this the aggregate cost for the 10 (ibklay mission with 70m support is
approximately equal that with 34 m support, foreithcr X- bancl or Ka-band. For the Ieswr dat:i volumes,
the aggregate cost with 70 m support exceeds that with 34 m support. The value of the 70 m lies in its
ability to protidc effective co~~~l~llil~iczltiolls in more adverse situations, e.g. at greater distances than the
Martian 2.7 AU, or at higher data volLImcs for targets at Mars range.
RI;AI.-TJMIt I.IN K AVAII,AIIII.I’lY
6.
The preceding comparisons all assLmled a requirement for an avcmgc daily data return volLImc but did
not specifically require that the link be available for connection at any particular instant of time.
Onboard stortige is assumed to be aclequate to pcl-mit LISC of only one ground site and to pmtidc
buffering of the (iata to cover periods when the site is not in vicwor when contact with the site is blocked
due to inclement weather. Past missions have had the luxury of “I)SN (X-band) contact on demand”
with a 9590 confidence at any time during the day or night. Future mis~ons are cxpectcd to have
increased intelligence and, for cost-savings rcamns, rely on much less link connection guarantees.
Ncvcrthcles, it is informative to consider what would be required to protide similar “guaranteed
availability” using the new wavelength bands. Accommodating such contact at the new bands can be
done with increased implementation and operations cost$. Iloing so would, of cou~e, reduce the need
for on-boml storage.
Two coverage scenarios will be considered. The firw assLmms that only a single daily pass is required but
that 9590 “real-time” availability is required during that pass For the X and Ka-band systems, no
change is needed as such availability is alreacly extant within the curmmt lMN link designs. For the
optical wavelength, sinee site weather outages can occur on the order of 30% of the time, a total of three
spatial ly-scp,arated and simultaneously-visible (geometrically) sitm would be required to pro~idc the
same real-time availability. This coukl be achicvcd by the implementation of a thin-station network
within the continental USA and Hawaii, with cormponding development costs of 3 normaliz.eci cost
units. Referring to Fig. (2a-2 c), the cost trace identified as “ Optical-LJS Regiontil Net.” comsponds to
this high real-time availability scenarios.
The other scenario woukl require 24-hour (95% confidence) link availability to any specific mission. At
pre.ssnt, only the X-band network provides that ciipability. Mziking the Ka-band system available
world-wide in the 34-n~eter network costs an iidditional 0.8 normalimcl unit<, plus a small operations cost
incnment that would probably disappear within the ovcmll INN Operations budget. Providing optical

with world-wide availability requires inlplementation of an intern atiomtl network of at leas seven
linearly-dispersed sites, for a normalized dcvclopmcnt costs of about 20 units. Other configurations are
possible but at higher cost. [8]. Protecting high-confidence service rcquir-cs scheduling (and charging
for) thm coneurrmtly visible sites within the network configuration. The assured availability of contact
eliminates the discounting of returned data volume and allow the actual schcdu]cd time to be reduced
by about 30%. Referring to Fig. (2a-2 c), the cost tram identified as “ Optical-World-Wde.” corresponds
to this rea}time availability scenarios.
The aclded requirements for high availability “on demand” do not fit well with the new higher-frequency
technologies. The greater performance obtained in a buffered single-site mode comes with the
acceptance of the higher weather hamd. Asking the missions to provide sertice in the “old-style”, i.e.
with guarmteed high link availability, significantly erodes their economic value. Nevathcless, even in
these more exttcme cases, the earlier mentioned benefi~s of smaller size, mass etc. may still protide
adequate benefit to the missions for their use.
Actually, there are some adjustments that coukl be made to thew values. Recall that the spacecraft
terminal designs for the optical wavelength were bastxt on a single pass (expected) dilily data volume
using a single station. To account for weather outages, a hi.ghcr clc,ar-weather data rate capability was
protided which, upon discounting for the weather availability, resulted in the required data volume.
Now, if there is a guarmteed availability (due to spatial diversity), there is no need to design for the
higher data rate. This can be adjusted by reducing either the required contact time or laser power or
apefiure size, any of which will reduce (slightly) the cost involved. The displayed values were calculated
with the assumption that a reduced contact time was used to acljust the cap,acity, but the alternative of
redesign of the flight terminal have resulted in Ies.wr cost and thus quickly payback for the optical. This
trade has not been examined.
Alternatively, if thrcn simultaneously-visible (geometrically) sites are required to “ens]re” availability,
then for approximately 44% of the time two of them are in clear weather and couki be supporting
separate missions. Additionally, 3494 of the time, all thtm woukl be available for separate mission
support. Since the clear weather state cannot be predicted tis fzir in advance as scheduling of support is
done, the.w stations would have to be offered at a less-r grade of service (and lower “ price” ) than that
resulting from the weather unavailability alone. Rcwmucs (if any) from marketing this leswr grade of
service WOUM be used to reduce the prim of the top quality service. IILIC to time limitations in this StLldy,

thew factors were not considered.
7 . CON SI1)ERIN[; U1’13ER DIXTINATIONS
The initial formulation of the study inchlded thrw separate destinations: one at Mars to serw as an
archetype for the nearby planetary targets, oJle at N~JltUllc representing the far @ter ~]ancts, and one in
the Earth-I ,unar neighborhood. Teleeom aspects of the Neptune case have been largely developed as an
extmpolation from the Mars case. Overall economic aspects depend strongly upon the telczom
requirements for power and mass (and cost of transporting that mass). The crosi-impacl of thew factors
upoJl the tch?com function is explored in the fol!owing.
7 . 1 Power
Powtx to run the spacecraft designed for Mars is pmtidcd by Sokrr-I%otoVoltaic panels. Radiant energy
from the sun disperses much like the communications signal does so that the solar energy flux declines
inversely as the square of the distance from the Sun. l{ fficicncy factors will further complicate this
relationship. While solar panels work well at Mars orbit (approx. 1.4 A(J), the performance f~lloff is
such that the practical choice for power source at Jupiter (5 AIJ) and beyond is RTCIs (Radio-isotope,
Thcrmo-nuctear Generators). But RTGs arc an expensive soum of spacecraft power. A cumnt
working figure is almost twenty times the cost of power in Mars orbit. [9]
7.2. Transportation
Putting a spacecraft into orbit at NCptUJIC requires sub~antially more expenditure of energy than woukl

be needed at Mars and henee requires either a larger hiunch vehicle or tighter conwaint on the mass of
the spacecraft itself. Either pathwiy increases the net cost per kg for transporting a specified mass to

Mars orbit. The specific value is dependent upon details of tr:l~ctory, and appears to be about four
times the tr:insportzition cost for Mars
7.3. Balance of Poww vs. Apclturc ( Mare)
Since moving to the Outer Planets significantly changes the relative cost of power and mass cielivcrecl to
the planetary destination, telmom designs which were remnably well balanced economically for Mars
will likely not be well balanced at Neptune. Wltb power as the app:uently more expensive resource,
savings can be found by inctuasing the transmitting aperture (and its mass) while decreasing the
transmitted power, maintaining the cffmtivc radiated powti consi:tnt. However, increasing the aperture
also increases the downlink pointing 10SWS andhr requires more precision from the attitlide control
system. To the extent that re-balancing is desirable, its effczt will show best via the unified metric for
aggregate cost of the tclccom, inchlding its cross- imp:icts on other spacecraft systems.
A bar-chart for agg[rgate cost of tclecom in Neptune orbit appcnrs as Fig. (5), for the range of data
volumes achievable by the link configurations designed for Mars As indicated, the volume is recluced
by the factor of 0.008 from the Mars capability. Two alternative flight tcrmin:il designs are also
indicated for the 34 m X-band cases where the higher cost of power at Neptune gives substantial cost
red Llction for re-balancing power vs. mass The two (34 m) alternatives shown are for approximately
doubled antenna area ancl halwd downlink power, with the 80 Mb/day obtained via a 2.7 m antenna and
a 22 Wtransnlitter, and the 8 Mb/day obt~tined via the 2.Onl antenna and a 4W power amplifier. The 2.7
m antenna is assumed to be consistent with the f,imily of smaller antennas in design/f[ibticat ion cost and
mass and woLIld be the maximum allowed by the IJclLi launch vehicle. The addcci non-recurring costs
for the redesign are inchlded in the figures. Similar altwnativw were examined for the other RF
configurations but in all sLlch cam, the increment to non-recurring COSLS absorbed any savings available
through reduction in power subsystem costs.
Use of the DSN’s 70 m antenna can reduce the spacecraft resources needed for a specified data volume.
While this clid not permit significant savings for the Mars case, the inc[easccl costs of power and mass at
Neptune favor the use of the 70 m antenna for the larger data volumes. The revision to the flight
terminal designs for transmission to the 70111 antcnn;i w,is described in Section 11.2.3 of our Part- I report
[2]. The cortespondin.g aggregate costs are show] in F’ig. (5) for 70 In X-band at 8.0 and 80.0 Mb/day
:ind for 70 m K:i-bancl at 80.0 Mb/day. ‘1’he added non-recurring costs for the rcdesigll are indicated in
the figures. The 70 m Ka-band value inckldes iin zillow.ince for iii] tirray feed or other complex
receiviTlg/mlllJJell Sltioll system.

8. CON C1.lJI)lNG l)lSCIJSS1ON
In this “Part 11” report of the study, two critical metrics for comp;iring the benefits of utilizing X-band,
Ka-band and optcal frequencies for supporting generic clasws of Martian exploration misiions have
been evahlated. Thew two metrics (spacecraft communications system mass and total end-to+md NASA
cost) are among the most important nmt[ics to the potential “cu~omcrs” for the collllllllllicatiolls
technologies.
The mass mctncs show that use of higher frequencies uniformly results in less OVCEII1 mass on the Mars
spamcraft. At the 0.1 Gbklay volume the inlpmvemcnt is modest, with Ka-band 7%, and Optical 2870
less than the X-band systems, rcspectivc}y. At 1.0 Cib/day volumes, the savings become more significant
(22% and 44% respectively for Ka and optic:il relative to X). l’he largest savings occurs at the largest 10
Gb/day data volume whert a 25% mass savings rcsLll[s from Ka-band and a 51 % for Optical (relative
again to X-band).
For the optical technology, there is an initial cost investment required (almost three COS( units for a single
receiving site). However, the cost slope is significantly smaller than the slopes of either the X-band and
K:i-band technologies (in all dat:i volume casw), so that :iftcr a modest nlimbcr of missions the
investment begins to pay significant savings dividends. This nominal cro.s+ovcr point for a series of
Mars missions is as small as 5.0 missions (:it the 10 Cib/day case when comp:ircd to X-band) and
increases only to 8.2 missions (when comparing Optical with either X-band or Ka-band at the 0.1
Gb/day volume). The actual vahics can shift by -20% to 3570 when reasonable parameter variations are
considered. A significant factor in this smaller slope is the lower replication cost of the optical flight

kmninal. For any of the flight tcrmina] types, replication cost can be modified by [i vark[y of factors
inchlding technology invwtments, acquisition strategy :ind conditions of the external marketplace for the
same or similar devces. The current study assumed near-term technology without significant external
forces, and one-at-a-time acquisition. Technology efforts cumntly underway at JPI, and elsewhere
should both reduce the terminal’s COSLS and add uncertainty to the differences seen here,
Choosing Nephlnc as an :ilkxmativc destination for the tclaom configurations as designed for Mars
enhances the value of either Ka-band or optical co)l}l~lllllic:ltic}]~s technology relative to the baselined Xband cap,ahility. Configurations which woukl deliver 10 Gb/clay at Mars should allow for 80 Mb/day at
Neptune, but at substantially higher cost due to higher cost of transportation and power. Some reclmign
is appropriate, inchlding selcztive use of the I)SN 70 m antennas. Assuming that single-site grouncl
receiving capability is sep,aratcly provided, recurring mission savings on the order of 1590 (for 34 m Kaband) to 30VC (for optical or 70m Ka-band) are available at this data volume, compared to a reference
design for 70 m X-band. The cost differential declines sub~antially for the smallest (0.8 Mb/day)
configuration.
The comparisons performed in this report have conamtrated on the areas of ccluivalent spacecraft
terminal mass and total encl-to-md NASA cost 1 lowcvcr, different missions may have different
congraints or emphasize the importance of different parameter values. Size, for example was not
specifically bookkept nor w~s thele established any equivalent benefit metric for size reduction. For the
X-band and Ka-band systems the sim arc very similar. For Optical, Ihe[u is a significant reduction in
systcm size ( 10-30 cm telescope diameters vs. 1-2 meter diameter antennas). Smaller size can result in
potentially smaller spamcraft sLlpport structures and may even permit, in some cases, a smaller cla= of
launch vehie]es.
Additionally, the[c are othcx potential benefits, as WCII as liabilities associated with changing
coll~l~~llllic;ithlls wavelengths Changes from X- to Ka-band can enhance or degrade the ability to
extract certain raclio science obserwiblcs For example, the development of Ka-band equipment for
Cassini spacecraft is being done explicitly to enhance the potential for Radio Science detection of
gravitation waves. Changing from RF to Optical means giving up raclio science all together, although it
can be replaced by a whole ncw(as yet undefined) area of optical “light science”. Additionally, there are
developments underway that coukl combine the imaging camera (flown on most spaw missions) with
the optical colllll~llJlicatioJ~s capability. ‘1’his woukl significantly reduce the mass of the combined
tekcom and science imaging functions. J;in:dly, them are spectrum crowding issLles facing deepsparx
communications in the future that coukl force movments to the higher frequency bancls. Time did not
permit any of the= issues to be explored.
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